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Optical Audio Cable 3m Vention BAVHI Gray

Vention 3m Fiber Optic Audio Cable
The Vention  Fiber  Optic  Audio  Cable  enables  high-fidelity  optical  audio  transmission.  Its  versatility  allows  you to  connect  it  to  various
devices  such  as  TVs,  PS4  consoles,  or  Blu-ray  players  through  the  universal  S/PDIF  interface.  The  optical  fiber  core  ensures
interference-free  transmission,  and  the  clip  in  the  plug  guarantees  a  stable  connection.  Dust  protection  and  gold-plated  connectors
enhance  durability  and  safety  of  use,  while  support  for  audio  formats  like  Dolby  and  DTS  makes  it  an  essential  component  for  any
audiophile.
 
High-Quality Hi-Fi Sound
The Vention Fiber Optic Audio Cable provides optical transmission of the highest standard, delivering depth and detail in Hi-Fi sound. This
ensures faithful reproduction of every chord and note, providing clear and crisp audio.
 
Versatile Usage
This cable is not only of high quality but also incredibly versatile. Users can connect it to various devices, including TVs, PS4 consoles,
decoders, DVD players, or Blu-ray players, thanks to the universal S/PDIF interface.
 
Interference-Free
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Its core made of optical fiber ensures that sound is transmitted without interference. You don't have to worry about magnetic or electrical
interference. This makes the Vention Fiber Optic Cable not only practical but also reliable in all conditions.
 
Secure and Durable Connection
The cable is equipped with a special clip on the plug that ensures a tight and stable connection with the device. Additionally, the cable
ends are protected by plastic covers to prevent dust from entering. All of this guarantees long-lasting and safe use.
 
Additional Features
The  gold-plated  connectors  used  in  the  Vention  Fiber  Optic  Cable  guarantee  exceptional  durability  and  excellent  signal  conductivity.
Gold,  being one of  the best conductors,  minimizes the risk of  sound quality loss by reducing resistance and interference. Additionally,
gold-plated connectors are corrosion-resistant, extending the cable's lifespan and ensuring consistently excellent contact with the device
over many years of use. In practice, this means cleaner, more precise sound transmission and greater reliability compared to standard
solutions.  It  supports  popular  audio  formats  such  as  Dolby,  DTS,  PCM,  and  5.1  surround  sound,  making  it  an  ideal  choice  for  audio
enthusiasts.
 
 
BrandVention
ModelBAVHI
ColorGray
Length3m
SupportDolby, DTS, PCM, 5.1 sound
Gold-Plated ConnectorsYes
ConnectorOptical (S/PDIF) male

Preço:

Antes: € 6.9987

Agora: € 6.49

Audio, Cabos
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